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ABSTRACT: Tropical climate response to greenhouse warming is to first order symmetric about the equator but climate
models disagree on the degree of latitudinal asymmetry of the tropical change. Intermodel spread in equatorial asymmetry
of tropical climate response is investigated by using 37 models from phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP6). In the simple simulation with CO2 increase at 1% per year but without aerosol forcing, this study finds that inter-
model spread in tropical asymmetry is tied to that in the extratropical surface heat flux change related to the Atlantic me-
ridional overturning circulation (AMOC) and Southern Ocean sea ice concentration (SIC). AMOC or Southern Ocean
SIC change alters net energy flux at the top of the atmosphere and sea surface in one hemisphere and may induce inter-
hemispheric atmospheric energy transport. The negative feedback of the shallow meridional overturning circulation in the
tropics and the positive low cloud feedback in the subtropics are also identified. Our results suggest that reducing the inter-
model spread in extratropical change can improve the reliability of tropical climate projections.
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1. Introduction

Deep convection in the intertropical convergence zone
(ITCZ) drives the atmospheric circulation and helps shape re-
gional climate around the world. Anthropogenic radiative
forcing is expected to change spatiotemporal distributions of
tropical rainfall, but climate models disagree on tropical rain-
fall change (Ma and Xie 2013; Xie et al. 2015; Long et al.
2016). It is important to identify sources of and reduce the un-
certainty in projecting tropical rainfall change.

Diagnostically, tropical rainfall change can be decomposed
into the responses of water vapor and atmospheric circulation
(Seager et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2013). Under global warming,
rainfall change due to the increase in water vapor follows the
present climatological rainfall distribution (Chou and Neelin
2004; Held and Soden 2006; Chou et al. 2009), known as the
wet-get-wetter mechanism. Uneven sea surface temperature
(SST) warming in space (Xie 2020) results in the change in spa-
tial distribution of atmospheric circulation. The SST warming
pattern effect is known as the warmer-get-wetter mechanism,
with rainfall increase where the SST warming exceeds the trop-
ical mean, and vice versa (Xie et al. 2010). In the multimodel

ensemble (MME) mean, the annual tropical rainfall mainly
increases in the northern Indian Ocean and the equatorial
Pacific and Atlantic, following a warmer-get-wetter pattern
(Chadwick et al. 2013).

Beyond the ensemble mean, several studies have investigated
the intermodel spread in tropical rainfall change under global
warming. Moisture budget analyses reveal that the major inter-
model discrepancy in tropical rainfall projections is rooted in the
intermodel spread in the dynamic contribution due to atmo-
spheric circulation change (Ma and Xie 2013; Kent et al. 2015;
Long et al. 2016; Weller et al. 2019). The uncertainty in the SST
warming pattern is further identified as themajor cause of the in-
termodel spread in tropical rainfall projections over oceans
(Chadwick 2016). Long et al. (2016) identify a tight coupling be-
tween the intermodel variations in SST warming pattern and
tropical circulation change from intermodel singular value de-
composition (SVD) analysis. In the zonal mean, the first mode is
a meridional dipole in SST with an interhemispheric anomalous
Hadley cell. Long et al. (2016) suggested that the tropical asym-
metric mode is associated with the shortwave radiative flux
change at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) in the subtropics
and midlatitudes. The present study explores the possibility that
intermodel spread in tropical climate change may originate from
extratropical sea surface heat flux.
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Extratropical energy perturbations can influence tropical
rainfall and atmospheric circulation (Kang 2020; Kang et al.
2020; Hwang et al. 2021). Zonal-mean energetics theory relates
the cross-equatorial atmospheric energy transport to the inter-
hemispheric contrast in atmospheric net energy input from
the TOA and surface. Ocean circulation is important for
cross-equatorial energy transport (Kay et al. 2016; Hawcroft
et al. 2017; Xiang et al. 2018). In response to a hemispheric
perturbation (e.g., anthropogenic aerosols in the Northern
Hemisphere), the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation
(AMOC) responds to damp the cross-equatorial asymmetry
of tropical climate change (Tomas et al. 2016; Kang et al.
2019, 2021), while AMOC change itself can act as a driver of
meridional asymmetry as in water-hosing experiments in the
context of the Dansgaard-Oeschger cycle and Heinrich events
(Zhang and Delworth 2005; Timmermann et al. 2007). In ad-
dition, the wind-driven ocean circulation change damps the
extratropical influence on the ITCZ shift (Schneider 2017;
Green and Marshall 2017; Kang et al. 2018). Long et al. (2016)
explored the TOA and sea surface flux patterns associated
with the CMIP5 intermodel spread in the ITCZ asymmetry but
the results are inconclusive because of large uncertainties in
aerosol radiative forcing of the RCP4.5 scenario.

The present study investigates the sources of intermodel
spread in tropical climate change, focusing on the interhemi-
spheric asymmetry in the state-of-the-art CMIP6 multimodel
ensemble. To sidestep the uncertainty in radiative forcing due
to anthropogenic aerosols, we analyze the transient green-
house warming experiment. Climate responses to greenhouse
gas forcing are only weakly asymmetric about the equator. For
a tropical-mean warming of 38C, the CMIP6 MME-mean
asymmetry in SST change is only 0.178C while the intermodel
standard deviation (0.208C) is equally large (Fig. 1c).

In transient greenhouse warming, the subpolar ocean is far
from a thermal equilibrium, with the largest ocean heat uptake
in the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic (Shi et al. 2018) due
to the mean upwelling and AMOC slowdown (Marshall et al.
2015), respectively. Ocean heat uptake in either region can cause
large meridional asymmetry in SSTwarming (Hwang et al. 2017;
Liu et al. 2020; Hu et al. 2022). Our hypothesis is that diversity in
representing these and other possible sources among CMIP6
models leads to intermodel spread in the ITCZ asymmetry.
Fromour analysis, theAMOCchange indeed emerges as a likely
source of intermodel spread in the interhemispheric asymmetry
of tropical climate change. In the Southern Ocean, however, sea
ice concentration (SIC) poleward of the mean ocean upwelling
turns out to be the most correlated source of intermodel spread
in the ITCZ asymmetry. In the tropics, our analysis implies a
negative feedback due to the shallow oceanmeridional overturn-
ing circulation (MOC) and a positive feedback due to low cloud
radiative effect at the TOA.

2. Data and methods

a. CMIP6

The monthly mean outputs from 37 CMIP6 models in
preindustrial control (piControl) and 1%CO2 simulations

are used to study intermodel spread in tropical climate proj-
ections. The 1%CO2 scenario begins from a piControl state
with atmospheric CO2 concentration increasing at 1% per
year. Note that some variables are unavailable in some mod-
els (Table 1). Climate change is calculated by subtracting the
last 100-yr mean in the piControl run from the 50-yr (years
101–150) mean in the 1%CO2 run. All atmospheric outputs
are interpolated onto a common grid of 2.58 3 2.58 and oce-
anic outputs onto 18 3 18. Only the first-member run of each
model is analyzed. All changes are normalized by the tropical
mean SST warming in each model.

CMIP intermodel spread is a mixture of internal variability
and model physics diversity. Some models improve in complex-
ity from the previous generation while others have changed

FIG. 1. (a) The ensemble-mean tropical rainfall change (shading;
mm day21). The red solid contours are positive deviation of the
annual-mean DSST from the tropical mean of 3.08C, and the blue
dashed contours are negative (with 0.38C interval; between 60.28C
omitted). (b) The ensemble-mean relative SST warming pattern
(the deviation of the annual-mean DSST from the tropical mean;
shading). (c) Five DSST indices among 37 CMIP6 models. The
blue bar is the ensemble mean with one standard deviation. Each
black asterisk denotes the value of each individual model. Each
column shows the index in different regions. The leftmost index is
tropical NH (08–208N) minus SH (208S–08) DSST. The second in-
dex is the equatorial Pacific DSST [EQPAC; the black box in (b):
58S–58N, 1208E–808–808W] minus the tropical mean (208S–208N).
The middle index is the southeast Pacific DSST [SEPAC; the red
box in (b): 158–308S, 708–1308W] minus the tropical mean. The
fourth index is the Pacific Ocean zonal DSST (PAC Zonal), calcu-
lated by the equatorial western Pacific DSST (the green box in the
Pacific Ocean: 58S–58N, 1208E–1808) minus the equatorial eastern
Pacific DSST (the blue box in the Pacific Ocean: 58S–58N,
908–1508W). The rightmost index is the Indian Ocean zonal DSST
(IO Zonal), calculated by the equatorial western Indian DSST (the
green box in the Indian Ocean: 108S–108N, 508–708E) minus the
equatorial eastern Indian DSST (the blue box in the Indian Ocean:
08–108S, 908–1108E).
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much across generations. Although shared shortcomings in
model physics cannot be assessed, identifying sources of inter-
model spread is useful for improving models and the projec-
tions. In this study, the effect of internal variability is not
evaluated separately but likely substantially suppressed by av-
eraging across 37 models.

b. Water vapor budget

Rainfall change in response to global warming can be di-
agnostically decomposed into thermodynamic and dynamic
components (Emori and Brown 2005; Seager et al. 2010;
Bony et al. 2013). Based on the water vapor budget equa-
tion in Seager et al. (2010), rainfall change can be approxi-
mated as follows (Huang et al. 2013; Long et al. 2016; Geng
et al. 2020):

DP 5
1

rwg
(vDq 1 Dvq), (1)

where P and rw are rainfall and the density of water, respec-
tively; v and q denote the pressure velocity at 500 hPa and sur-
face specific humidity in the present climatology, respectively,
and D denotes change under global warming. Here we multiply
the 500-hPa pressure velocity by21 to make v positive upward.

We further linearize the thermodynamic (DPt) and dynamic
(DPd) components separately as follows:

DPt 5
1

rwg
(v 1 v′)(Dq 1 Dq′) ≈ 1

rwg
(vDq 1 v′Dq 1 vDq′),

(2)

DPd 5
1

rwg
(Dv 1 Dv′)(q 1 q′) ≈ 1

rwg
(Dvq 1 Dv′q 1 Dvq′),

(3)

where vq represents the MME mean climatology, D indi-
cates climate change, and the prime denotes the deviation

TABLE 1. Names and institutions of 37 CMIP6 models used in this study. Note that percentage cloud cover (cl), near-surface
humidity (huss), near-surface wind speed (sfcWind), sea ice area percentage (siconc), eastward near-surface wind (uas), northward
near-surface wind (vas), and seawater Y velocity (vo) outputs are unavailable in some models.

Model name Institution (country) Unavailable outputs

1 ACCESS-CM2 CSIRO-ARCCSS (Australia) cl
2 ACCESS-ESM1-5 CSIRO (Australia) cl
3 AWI-CM-1-1-MR AWI (Germany) cl, siconc, vo
4 BCC-CSM2-MR BCC (China) siconc
5 BCC-ESM1 BCC (China) huss, siconc
6 CAMS-CSM1-0 CAMS (China) huss
7 CESM2-WACCM NCAR (United States) uas, vas
8 CESM2 NCAR (United States) uas, vas
9 CIESM THU (China) uas, vas, sfcWind, siconc

10 CMCC-CM2-SR5 CMCC (Italy)
11 CMCC-ESM2 CMCC (Italy)
12 CNRM-CM6-1-HR CNRM-CERFACS (France) cl, siconc, vo
13 CNRM-CM6-1 CNRM-CERFACS (France) siconc
14 CNRM-ESM2-1 CNRM-CERFACS (France) cl
15 CanESM5 CCCma (Canada) cl
16 E3SM-1-0 E3SM-Project LLNL (United States) uas, vas
17 EC-Earth3-Veg EC-Earth Consortium cl
18 EC-Earth3 EC-Earth Consortium cl
19 FGOALS-f3-L CAS (China) siconc
20 FGOALS-g3 CAS (China) uas, vas, sfcWind
21 GFDL-CM4 NOAA-GFDL (United States)
22 GFDL-ESM4 NOAA-GFDL (United States) cl, vo
23 GISS-E2-1-G NASA-GISS (United States) siconc
24 GISS-E2-1-H NASA-GISS (United States) vo
25 GISS-E2-2-G NASA-GISS (United States) siconc
26 INM-CM4-8 INM (Russia) cl, vo
27 INM-CM5-0 INM (Russia) cl
28 IPSL-CM6A-LR IPSL (France)
29 MIROC-ES2L MIROC (Japan)
30 MIROC6 MIROC (Japan)
31 MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM MPI-M (Germany)
32 MPI-ESM1-2-HR MPI-M (Germany)
33 MPI-ESM1-2-LR MPI-M (Germany)
34 MRI-ESM2-0 MRI (Japan)
35 NESM3 NUIST (China) huss, sfcWind
36 NorCPM1 NCC (Norway) cl, sfcWind, vo
37 SAM0-UNICON SNU (South Korea) uas, vas
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in individual models from the ensemble mean. In our analy-
ses, the prime denotes the effect of intermodel spread in
each term.

c. Intermodel SVD analysis

We perform an intermodel SVD analysis with the space–
model field instead of the common space–time field. Intermo-
del SVD analysis is used to identify the coupled spatial
patterns of two variables in previous studies (Wang et al.
2014; Long and Xie 2015; Long et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2019).
The comprehensive description of the intermodel SVD
method can be found in Abe et al. (2011) and Shiogama et al.
(2011). In this study, the intermodel SVD analysis is per-
formed between the zonal-mean changes in the tropical SST
and atmospheric circulation, following Long et al. (2016) for
CMIP5 RCP4.5.

3. Ensemble-mean changes

First, we analyze the MME-mean changes in SST and rain-
fall (Fig. 1). Relative SST warming (the deviation of the tropi-
cal mean warming of 3.08C) pattern is shown in Fig. 1b.
Annual-mean SST change displays enhanced equatorial
warming in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, with an Indian
Ocean dipole (IOD)-like warming pattern in the tropical In-
dian Ocean (Fig. 1b). The tropical SST change also shows a
warming minimum in the southeast Pacific (SEPAC). Under
global warming, annual-mean tropical rainfall mainly in-
creases in the equatorial Pacific and Atlantic, and the north-
west Indian Ocean (Fig. 1a), following the warmer-get-wetter
pattern (Xie et al. 2010). Tropical rainfall decreases as SST
warming weakens south of the equator, especially in the
SEPAC.

Following Christensen et al. (2013), we develop indices to
track patterns of SST change (Fig. 1c). From the right, the first
DSST index is the zonal difference in the equatorial Indian
Ocean, tracking the IOD-like pattern with reduced warming
in the east (Fig. 1b). The second index denotes the zonal
difference in the equatorial Pacific (EQPAC), indicating an
El Niño–like SST warming pattern in most models. The re-
duced warming in the SEPAC and enhanced warming in the
EQPAC are robust across models. The leftmost DSST index
concerns the tropical Northern Hemisphere (NH) minus
Southern Hemisphere (SH) difference. Ensemble-mean SST
warming is only weakly asymmetric, consistent with green-
house gas forcing. On a tropical-mean SST increase of 38C,
the cross-equatorial asymmetry is 0.178C in the ensemble
mean but the intermodel standard deviation is as large. In
fact, several models even show larger warming in the SH than
NH. Next, we move to investigate the sources of intermodel
spread in the tropical interhemispheric asymmetry.

4. Intermodel spread in tropical rainfall change

Intermodel spread in rainfall change is defined as the inter-
model standard deviation of DP′ (the prime denotes devia-
tions from the ensemble mean). Tropical rainfall change
features a large intermodel spread in the climatological rainy

regions (Fig. 2a), including the South Pacific convergence
zone (SPCZ) and the ITCZ. The robust intermodel spread in
rainfall change normalized by local climatological rainfall is
confined in the middle and eastern equatorial Pacific over
tropical oceans (not shown). Then we decompose the inter-
model spread in the thermodynamic (DPt) and dynamic (DPd)
components into two parts separately. For the thermody-
namic component, the intermodel spread in v (v′Dq; Fig. 2b)
is much larger than that in Dq (vDq′; not shown). For the dy-
namic component, on the other hand, the intermodel spread
in Dv (Dv′q; Fig. 2c) is much larger than that in q (Dvq′; not
shown). The contribution of Dv′ is much larger in magnitude
than that of v′ to the spread in rainfall projections, indicating
that the intermodel spread in atmospheric circulation change
(Dv) dominates that in tropical rainfall change. Due to the
opposite effects of increased moisture and weakened mean
circulation on rainfall change (Chadwick et al. 2013), the in-
termodel spread in atmospheric circulation change (Fig. 2c) is
larger than that in rainfall change (Fig. 2a). Consistent with
the results in CMIP3 (Ma and Xie 2013) and CMIP5 (Kent
et al. 2015; Long et al. 2016) intermodel spread analyses, the
atmospheric circulation change continues to show large differ-
ences among CMIP6 models.

As the major source of intermodel spread in tropical rain-
fall change, the atmospheric circulation change is mainly gov-
erned by the SST warming pattern over tropical oceans. We
conduct the intermodel SVD analysis between the SST and
atmospheric circulation changes in the CMIP6 1%CO2 run.

FIG. 2. Intermodel standard deviations in (a) rainfall change
DP′, (b) thermodynamic component v′Dq, and (c) dynamic com-
ponent Dv′q. The prime denotes deviations from the ensemble
mean. The ensemble mean is calculated as the absolute value.
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In the zonal mean, the first two SVD modes show an interhe-
mispheric dipole asymmetry and an equatorial peak, resp-
ectively (Fig. 3), consistent with the CMIP5 results. The
regression of the zonal-mean rainfall change against PC1 also
displays the meridional dipole (not shown). The first mode ex-
plains 37% and 72% of the intermodel variances in Dv′and
DSST′, respectively. The PC1s of Dv′ and DSST′ display a
high correlation relationship (r 5 0.79; see Fig. S1 in the on-
line supplemental material), illustrating a tight coupling be-
tween the intermodel variations in SST warming and
tropical circulation change. In the following discussion, the
interhemispheric asymmetry mode refers to larger SST
warming in the northern tropics than the southern tropics
as shown in Fig. 3a.

Tropical SST pattern indices (Fig. 1c) are found to be
useful in describing the intermodel spread of tropical rain-
fall change (Grose et al. 2014). The tropical NH–SH DSST
index is highly correlated with the SVD PC1 (r 5 0.97; Ta-
ble 2). The SVD PC2 (Fig. 3b) is correlated with the
EQPAC DSST index at r 5 0.61.

5. Sources and feedbacks of intermodel spread in
tropical asymmetry

Figure 4 shows the zonal-mean atmospheric streamfunction
change regressed against the SVD PC1. A larger warming in
NH than SH is accompanied by an anomalous cross-equatorial
Hadley circulation with the rising branch displaced into the
NH.We define the 500-hPa zonal-mean streamfunction change
on the equator to track the cross-equatorial anomalous Hadley
cell. The Hadley index is highly correlated with the tropical

interhemispheric difference in DSST (r 5 20.87), illustrating a
tight coupling between the intermodel variations in SST warm-
ing pattern and Hadley cell change.

Anomalous southward atmospheric energy transport across
the equator needs to balance the energy flux gain of the atmo-
spheric column at the TOA and surface in the NH (Kang et al.
2008). Figure 5a shows the PC1 regressed zonally integrated
TOA (DQ′

TOA) downward and surface (DQ′
sfc) upward net

heat flux changes into the atmospheric column (the prime
denotes the MME spread). The terms DQ′

TOA and DQ′
sfc off-

set each other in the tropics, while the flux change poleward
of 458 (Fig. 5b) seems to cause a cross-equatorial energy

FIG. 3. (a),(b) The first two modes of intermodel SVD analysis between tropical zonal-mean Dv′ (102 Pa day21)
and DSST′ (1022 8C). The blue solid lines denote DSST′, and the red dashed lines denote Dv′. The prime denotes
deviations from the ensemble mean.

TABLE 2. The correlations (Corr) between the tropical
NH–SH DSST index (Tro NH-SH) and PC1 and other DSST
indices.

Corr PC1 EQPAC SEPAC PAC zonal IO zonal

Tro NH-SH 0.97 20.07 20.79 0.40 0.47

FIG. 4. The regression of zonal-mean streamfunction change
against PC1 (shading; 109 kg s21). The climatological streamfunc-
tion is in contours (contour interval is 23 1010 kg s21).
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transport consistent with the anomalous atmospheric Hadley
circulation (Fig. 4). The interhemispheric asymmetry is calcu-
lated as NH minus SH. In Fig. 5b, DQ′

sfc features a large inter-
hemispheric asymmetry in the mid- to high latitudes, with
contributions from both the NH and SH (Fig. 5a). In the extra-
tropics DQ′

sfc is most positively correlated with the interhemi-
spheric asymmetry mode and has the opposite effect in the
tropics. The sum of DQ′

TOA and DQ′
sfc shows a maximum in

the mid- to high latitudes, indicating that the major source of
the intermodel spread in the tropical interhemispheric asym-
metry lies most likely in the extratropics, especially in the mid-
to high latitudes.

The DQ′
TOA and DQ′

sfc regression result (Fig. 5b) is differ-
ent from that in Fig. 8a of Long et al. (2016). Based on the
CMIP5 RCP4.5 run, Long et al. (2016) suggested that the in-
termodel spread in TOA shortwave radiation in the subt-
ropics and midlatitudes}suggestive of the uncertainty in
aerosol radiative effect}drives that in tropical asymmetry.
They found that DQ′

sfc is not significant in the mid- to high
latitudes (their Fig. 8a), so Long et al. (2016) cannot conclu-
sively show the extratropical DQ′

sfc effects. Regarding our
regression result, DQ′

TOA is nearly zero north of 408N (Fig. 5a),
likely because we have excluded the aerosol effect that could
complicate the TOA radiation in the NH. This allows identify-
ing the extratropical ocean heat uptake as likely origins of inter-
model spread in the tropical asymmetry.

a. Extratropical origins

We examine the origin of surface heat flux change related
to the cross-equatorial Hadley cell. Figure 6a shows that
DQ′

sfc is large in the mid- to high-latitude North Atlantic.
The DQ′

sfc increases over the Gulf Stream and the Irminger
and Norwegian Seas, with a conspicuous maximum in the
Labrador Sea, which plays a vital role in AMOC variability
(Menary et al. 2016, 2020). Given that net surface heat flux
change (DQsfc) is balanced by the ocean heat transport diver-
gence and storage under global warming (Xie et al. 2010), we
consider the AMOC change as the dominant source of the in-
terhemispheric asymmetry in the extratropical NH.

The AMOC has a significant influence on global climate
through its meridional heat transport. All models predict a
weakened AMOC in a warmer climate, resulting in global

and regional impacts (Liu et al. 2020), although the degree of
AMOC weakening varies considerably among the models
(Cheng et al. 2013; Weijer et al. 2020). Figure 7 shows the
MME mean of meridional overturning streamfunction change
zonally integrated in the Atlantic Ocean. The ensemble mean
shows an AMOC weakening under global warming, consis-
tent with previous studies. The regressed meridional over-
turning streamfunction change is positive with a deep
structure in the North Atlantic (Fig. 7), indicating that the
positive phase of the interhemispheric asymmetry mode with
a northward displaced ITCZ corresponds to models of a weak
AMOC decline under global warming.

Besides the distinct increase in the North Atlantic, DQ′
sfc in-

creases over the Arctic Ocean between 308 and 1208E, yet
partially offset with the negative anomaly in the Greenland
Sea (Fig. 6b). In the extratropics of SH, DQ′

sfc decreases over
the Southern Ocean between 608 and 708S (Fig. 6), related to
the Southern Ocean SIC change. The Southern Ocean takes
up a large amount of anthropogenic heat (Shi et al. 2018) due
to the upwelling of deep water that delays local SST warming
(Marshall et al. 2015). The ocean heat uptake due to the
mean upwelling mainly occurs north of 608S in the Southern
Ocean (see Fig. S2 in the online supplemental material; Shi
et al. 2018), but the MME spread is displaced considerably
south of 608S (Fig. 5a) due to the large intermodel difference
in SIC change. The Southern Ocean sea ice rapidly decreases
in model simulations in tandem with the SST warming
(Zhang et al. 2019), as supported by the ensemble-mean re-
sult (Fig. 8). Antarctic sea ice loss has an important impact on
tropical climate responses (England et al. 2020). The re-
gressed SIC change against the tropical PC1 is positive be-
tween 608 and 708S, indicating that models with a small
Southern Ocean SIC decline under global warming is likely to
project a northward shift of the ITCZ. Due to a slow loss of
Southern Ocean sea ice, the ocean releases less heat flux change
to the atmosphere south of 608S (Fig. 6b). Meanwhile, local
downward DQ′

TOA decreases (Fig. 5a) because sea ice reflects
shortwave solar radiation back into space. Energy perturbations
at both the TOA and surface cause the ITCZ to shift northward.

We define an DAMOC index following Cheng et al. (2013)
and Shi et al. (2018) and an DSIC index. Table 3 shows the
correlations between the DAMOC and DSIC and with local

FIG. 5. (a) Regressions of zonally integrated TOA downward (DQTOA; red line) and surface upward (DQsfc; blue
line) net heat flux changes against the PC1, with the interhemispheric asymmetry (NH minus SH) in (b). The black
line in (b) is the sum of DQTOA and DQsfc. Dotted marks indicate where the regression passes a t test at the 95%
significance level.
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DQ′
sfc in each region. The AMOC–SIC correlation is not very

high, suggesting that they are not coupled. Each change shows
a high negative correlation with local DQ′

sfc. Besides, both in-
dices are highly correlated with the SVD PC1. They can also

reproduce the regressed DQ′
sfc and DQ′

TOA results (Fig. S3),
similar to the PC1 regressed results (Fig. 5). Therefore, the
AMOC and Southern Ocean SIC changes are identified as
the extratropical features most correlated with the tropical in-
terhemispheric asymmetry in MME spread.

Additionally, the SIC change is closely related to the clima-
tological SIC in the piControl run (Fig. 9a), suggesting that
the sea ice change could be influenced by the simulated sea
ice climatology (Kajtar et al. 2021). The MME spread in
AMOC change does not show a robust correlation with the
AMOC in the piControl run (Fig. 9b). Previous studies found
that AMOC decline under global warming is stronger in
the models with a stronger mean state (Gregory et al. 2005;

FIG. 7. Regression of the meridional overturning streamfunction
change zonally integrated in the Atlantic Ocean against the PC1
(shading; Sv). Solid contours denote negative values of the MME
mean of meridional overturning streamfunction change zonally in-
tegrated in the Atlantic Ocean and dashed contours denote posi-
tive values (with 1-Sv intervals). Stippling indicates where the
regression passes a t test at the 95% significance level.

FIG. 6. (a) Regressions of DQsfc zonally integrated in the Atlantic Ocean (ATL; orange line),
Pacific Ocean (PAC; green line), and Indian Ocean (IO; gray line) and the total DQsfc (blue line)
against the PC1. Dotted marks in orange and blue lines indicate where the regression passes a t test
at the 95% significance level. (b) Spatial pattern of the regression of the DQsfc (W m22) against the
PC1. Stippling indicates where the regression passes a t test at the 90% significance level.

FIG. 8. Regression of SIC change against the PC1 (shading).
Stippling indicates where the regression passes a t test at the 95%
significance level. Dashed blue contours denote MME mean of
Southern Ocean SIC change (with 2% interval).
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Weaver et al. 2012), while the relationship cannot be repro-
duced by all CMIP6 models (Weijer et al. 2020).

b. Tropical and subtropical feedbacks

Beyond the effects of DQsfc in the mid- to high latitudes on
the tropics, we find a high negative correlation in the interhe-
mispheric asymmetries of upward DQsfc and the downward
net TOA heat flux change (DQTOA) meridionally integrated
in the tropics and subtropics (58–308) among 37 CMIP6 mod-
els (r 5 20.79; not shown). We consider that this remarkable
intermodel consistency indicates the large cancellation be-
tween the surface negative feedback effects (e.g., the shallow
oceanic MOC damping effect) and the TOA positive
feedback effects (e.g., the positive low cloud and water vapor
feedbacks).

In the tropics, the trade wind change associated with the
anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell implies a positive
wind–evaporation–SST (WES) feedback (Fig. 10). The

WES feedback is instrumental in mediating the tropical
asymmetric adjustments to the extratropical forcing. Note
that DQ′

sfc increases in the tropics of SH and decreases in
the NH, indicating a damping effect of the ocean circula-
tion change on the interhemispheric asymmetry mode
(Fig. 5a).

In the tropics, DQ′
sfc is due to the shallow MOC change.

The shallow MOC is driven by the trade winds and is coupled
to the anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley circulation. In the
interhemispheric asymmetry mode, northward shift of the
ITCZ is accompanied by a cross-equatorial northward surface
wind (Fig. 10), inducing a weakening of the easterly wind
stress in the NH and a strengthening in the SH. The easterly
wind stress change causes southward Ekman flow in both
hemispheres. Therefore, an anomalous cross-equatorial
oceanic cell transports energy and damps ITCZ shifts
(Green and Marshall 2017; Kang et al. 2018; Green et al.
2019). Figure 11a shows the MME mean of meridional over-
turning streamfunction change zonally integrated from the
Indo-Pacific Ocean. The ensemble mean result indicates that
the shallow MOC decreases in a warmer climate, with a stron-
ger weakening north of the equator. Figure 11b shows the
PC1 regressed shallow MOC change representing the
MME spread. The shallow MOC south of the equator
strengthens and north of the equator weakens. Figure 11c
shows meridionally integrated DQ′

sfc from the North Pole.
The surface net flux is balanced by ocean heat divergence
(OHD) and storage. Given that the spatial pattern of DQsfc

is mainly shaped by DOHD (Hu et al. 2020), meridionally in-
tegrated DQsfc is approximately the northward ocean heat
transport. The regressed shallow MOC change indicates a
southward cross-equatorial ocean heat transport (Fig. 11c) and
damps the northward shift of the ITCZ. Thus, the shallow

FIG. 9. Scatterplots of (a) SIC index change vs climatological mean in piControl run and (b) AMOC index
change vs climatological mean in piControl run. The AMOC index change is defined as the change of the maxi-
mum meridional overturning streamfunction at 308N, and the SIC index change is calculated as the change of
the 608–708S mean SIC.

TABLE 3. The correlations between DAMOC index and DSIC
index, and with each local surface DQsfc deviation from the
ensemble mean (DQAMOC 57.58–708N; DQSO 658–708S). The
DAMOC index is the deviation of the maximum meridional
overturning streamfunctions at 308N in the warming climate and
the piControl. The DSIC index is the 608–708S mean SIC change
normalized by the tropical mean SST warming in each model.

Indices Correlations

DAMOC index and DSIC index 0.37, p 5 0.07
DQAMOC and DQSO 20.39, p 5 0.06
DAMOC index and PC1 0.67
DSIC index and PC1 0.68
DAMOC index and DQAMOC 0.77
DSIC index and DQSO 20.91
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MOC effect acts as a negative feedback to the interhemispheric
asymmetry.

The term DQ′
TOA, on the other hand, represents a positive

feedback on the tropical interhemispheric asymmetry mode
(Fig. 5b). We further decompose DQ′

TOA into clear-sky and
cloud components. The clear-sky component has a positive
contribution in the tropics (not shown), possibly due to the
water vapor feedback (Soden and Held 2006; Clark et al.
2018). Figure 12 shows spatial patterns of TOA cloud com-
ponents. The regressed cloud component of TOA shortwave
flux change increases in the northeast Atlantic, North Pa-
cific, equatorial central Pacific, and Southern Ocean be-
tween 608 and 708S, and mainly decreases in the equatorial
eastern Pacific, southwest Pacific, and the subtropical east-
ern oceans of SH, especially in the SEPAC (Fig. 12a). Be-
sides, the regressed cloud component of TOA longwave
flux change partly cancels out that of TOA shortwave flux
change in the tropics (Fig. 12b), leading to a prominent in-
terhemispheric asymmetry of TOA total cloud component
in the extratropics (Fig. 12c). Therefore, the cloud feed-
back in DQ′

TOA is positive and amplifies the interhemi-
spheric asymmetry mode. Low clouds mostly reflect the
shortwave radiation, so in the eastern oceans of the subtropi-
cal SH the spatial pattern of the regressed low cloud fraction
change (Fig. 12d) matches that of the cloud component of
TOA shortwave flux change (Fig. 12a). Because of the positive
low-cloud radiative feedback, the tropical NH–SH DSST index
is highly correlated with the SEPAC DSST index (r 5 20.79;
Table 2).

The low cloud reduction in the North Atlantic (Fig. 12d)
may be associated with a decrease in static stability result-
ing from a positive AMOC anomaly. The low cloud fraction

FIG. 11. (a) Multimodel ensemble mean of meridional over-
turning streamfunction change (Sv) zonally integrated from the
Indian Ocean to the Pacific Ocean (shading), along with the
climatological meridional overturning streamfunction (con-
tours; interval of 10 Sv). Positive values (red and solid contours)
indicate a clockwise circulation and negative values (blue
and dashed contours) indicate a counterclockwise circulation.
(b) Regression of the meridional overturning streamfunction
change zonally integrated from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific
Ocean against the PC1. Stippling indicates where the regression
passes a t test at the 95% significance level. (c) Meridionally
integrated upward surface net flux change (regressed zonally in-
tegrated DQsfc) from 908N. Dotted marks indicate where the
regression passes a t test at the 95% significance level.

FIG. 10. Regression of the WES feedback effect (estimated as
the latent heat change due to wind speed change; shading) and sur-
face wind change (vectors; values, 0.04 m s21 are omitted) against
the PC1. Stippling indicates where the regression passes a t test at
the 95% significance level.
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change over the Southern Ocean has a negligible effect on
the TOA cloud component possibly because the cloud top
is mainly in the midlevels of the atmosphere (Fig. S4). The
cloud component of TOA shortwave flux change (Fig. 12a)
south of 608S is opposite to the TOA net flux change
(Fig. 5a) due to the blocking effect of cloud on surface short-
wave reflection.

6. Summary and discussion

We have investigated the major sources of intermodel
spread in tropical climate change under greenhouse warming
based on 37 CMIP6 models. The atmospheric circulation
change is identified as the major source of intermodel spread
in tropical rainfall change, consistent with previous studies
(Ma and Xie 2013; Kent et al. 2015; Long et al. 2016). The
MME-mean SST warming is nearly symmetric about the
equator; with a tropical mean warming of 38C, the NH–SH
tropical difference is only 0.178C. The cross-equatorial asym-
metry varies considerably among models. In fact, an interhe-
mispheric asymmetric mode emerges from the SVD analysis
of the MME spread between the zonal-mean SST and atmo-
spheric circulation changes. Sources and mechanisms of inter-
model spread in tropical interhemispheric asymmetry are
further explored.

The MME spread in interhemispheric asymmetry is associ-
ated with an anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell. The

anomalous atmospheric energy transport by the Hadley cell
can be understood as resulting from interhemispheric differ-
ence in net TOA-surface energy flux into the atmosphere.
Therefore, the differences in atmospheric energy flux changes
among models account for the intermodel spread in interhe-
mispheric asymmetry of tropical changes. Significantly, the
DQ′

TOA and DQ′
sfc anomalies offset each other largely in the

tropics, and DQ′
sfc shows a large interhemispheric asymmetry

in the mid- to high latitudes.
The extratropical ocean effects on intermodel spread in

cross-equatorial asymmetry of tropical climate response are
shown schematically in Fig. 13. Our results are obtained by
regression against the PC1 of intermodel SVD analysis
between the tropical SST and atmospheric circulation
changes. Our hypothesis is that the major source of the in-
termodel spread in the tropical interhemispheric asymmetry is
in the extratropics, especially in the mid- to high latitudes. The
AMOC and Southern Ocean SIC changes are identified as the
extratropical features most correlated with the cross-equatorial
asymmetry mode of intermodel variability. We interpret tropi-
cal anomalies in TOA and sea surface energy fluxes as feed-
backs. The shallow MOC change in the tropics damps the
tropical asymmetry, while the low-cloud shortwave radiative
feedback in the eastern subtropical oceans in the SH, especially
in the SEPAC, amplifies the asymmetry.

A previous analysis of CMIP5 RCP4.5 scenario found
that intermodel spread in tropical asymmetry is related to

FIG. 12. Spatial patterns of the regressions of cloud components of (a) TOA DSW, (b) DLW, (c) total cloud compo-
nent (Wm22), and (d) low cloud fraction change (.700 hPa) against the PC1. Stippling indicates where the regression
passes a t test at the 95% significance level.
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the spread in TOA shortwave radiation in the subtropics
and midlatitudes (Fig. 8 of Long et al. 2016). The result re-
sembles that of the CMIP6 historical simulation (Fig. S5),
in contrast to our results that instead identify sea surface
heat flux in the Southern Ocean and subpolar North Atlan-
tic as the most likely sources. The difference is due to our
choice to focus on the 1%CO2 run and sidestep the large
uncertainties in aerosol forcing of the RCP4.5 scenario and
historical run. Regarding the spread in extratropical surface
flux, intermodel variability in Southern Ocean sea ice loss is
strongly related to the model SIC climatology, which shows
large spread among models. This supports the notion that
reducing model bias in climatology improves regional cli-
mate projections (Zhou and Xie 2015; Geng et al. 2020).
Model resolution affects the paths of North Atlantic cur-
rents and hence the simulated AMOC (Hewitt et al. 2020),
while low clouds over subtropical oceans have long been
flagged as a major uncertainty in radiative feedback (Soden
and Held 2006). The statistical relationship between MME
spread and the climatology may be used to develop obser-
vational constraints on model projections, as has been

applied for tropical SST warming patterns (Li et al.
2016a,b; Ying et al. 2019).

Model biases affect future climate projections. For exam-
ple, the double ITCZ bias may be reduced by improving con-
vective parameterization (Song and Zhang 2018) and may be
related to extratropical biases (Hwang and Frierson 2013; Li
and Xie 2014). The uncertainty due to internal variability
(Hawkins and Sutton 2009; Dai et al. 2015) is not separately
investigated here but can be better quantified using large en-
semble simulations (Deser et al. 2012, 2020; Kay et al. 2015).
The intermodel spread in different emission scenarios and un-
der multiple forcings (including aerosols and ozone) should
also be investigated in future studies.
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FIG. 13. Schematic of the extratropical ocean effects on intermodel spread in interhemispheric asymmetry. The
prime denotes the MME spread. The AMOC and Southern Ocean SIC changes are identified as the dominant extra-
tropical features most correlated with the tropical interhemispheric asymmetry in multimodel ensemble spread in the
NH and SH, respectively. Both of them can affect the local surface net energy flux change and may further remotely
affect the tropical asymmetry via anomalous atmospheric energy transport. Meanwhile, Southern Ocean SIC change
can also affect the local TOA net energy flux change because sea ice reflects shortwave solar radiation back into
the TOA. In the tropics, theWES feedback help maintain the asymmetric pattern due to the trade wind change, while
the shallow MOC acts as a negative feedback to the interhemispheric asymmetry and damps the ITCZ shift. The
effects of convective clouds on shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes are nearly equal. However, low clouds mostly
block shortwave radiative flux. The low cloud change in the subtropical SH shows a positive feedback to the tropical
asymmetry.
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